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Mississippi - Big Bay Dam - 600 ac. lake
57 feet high, 11,250 acre-ft at normal pool
(3,665,823,750 gallons)

Dam Ownership Liability…
“Common Law holds that the storage of
water is a hazardous activity”
For example….

Breach – bottom width – 315’
Breach formation – est. at 55 minutes
Est. height of water 44+ ’
Inundated 14 mi. of downstream valley - to depths up to 33’
Est. peak flow - 147,100 cubic feet/second
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- 104 structures damaged/destroyed

Dam Ownership/Responsibility

- No Loss of Life

The DSWR regulates about 1650 dams throughout
Ohio
Dams are owned and operated by various entities…
g
state & local governments
private & public organizations
private citizens, etc.

No matter who owns it…or what size it
is…RESPONSIBILITY
is…
RESPONSIBILITY for maintaining a safe dam….
rests with the OWNER

Liability of Dam Ownership
Ave. of 10
10--20 regulated dam failures in the U.S. each year
Dam owners subject to liability exposure - due to water
stored behind their dams
Dam failures can cause:
devastating losses to downstream property
loss of human life

Even failures of small dams can cause serious injuries,
fatalities, and extensive property damage
Safely maintaining their dam - one of the key things an
owner can do to help prevent a failure & lessen liability.

Liability of Dam Ownership
Everyone loses in a dam failure…
Those living downstream risk loss of property and/or life
The dam owner:
 loses a valuable resource
 faces reconstruction costs &
 faces almost certain liability for downstream damages

Liability of Dam Ownership
Extent of liability depends on:
cause of dam failure
state statutes
case law precedent
the Owner’s care in constructing, operating, and
maintaining the dam, etc.

If a failure occurs…the dam owner’s adherence to
state and/or federal safety requirements will be
closely scrutinized!

Risk Management
“ In

today’s litigious society it is safe to assume that in the case
of a catastrophic dam failure, extensive litigation will ensue.
Any competent lawyer, representing the victims will sue all
possible wrong doers in seeking redress…including …the
owners & operators
p
of the facilityy and …architects,, engineers,
g
,
contractors, sub-contractors and consultants involved in the
original construction and any subsequent modifications…”

- In a nutshell…everyone/anyone remotely associated with the
Dam…will be sued.
- Dennis Binder, Professor of Law, Western New England
College of Law.
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Liability of Dam Ownership –
The Take Home…
2 KEYS to preventing a dam failure and
reducing liability are:
1.

Safe operation & maintenance and…..

2.

Being prepared for when problems occur…..

Operation, Maintenance & Inspection

Why Inspect & Maintain Dams?
Liability - Prevent Failures That Cause Loss of
Life & Property Damage D/S
Recreation - Prevent Failures & Operation
Problems That Cause Loss Of Lake Pool
Cost - Proper & Timely Maintenance Helps
Reduce Long-Term Repair Costs

Operation, Maintenance & Inspection
Regulated owners must develop a manual
Guidelines for OM&I Manual are available

Operation, Maintenance & Inspection
Manual
1.

Contains pertinent operation items to perform

2.

Lists items to inspect & how frequent

3.

Lists items requiring maintenance and frequency

4.

Explains how to repair and address some problems

5.

Provides written history of the dam for future reference

Ohio Dam Safety – Web site, fact sheets
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Common Problems with Dams
Trees & Brush
Ground Cover
Groundhogs, Muskrats & Beavers
Obstructed Spillways
Riprap Slope Protection
Seepage
Earth Slides/Slips
Deteriorated Drain Gates, Valves & Pipes
Concrete Deterioration

Trees & Brush
Roots alter earthfill & Create seepage paths
Roots put pressure against structures
Trees shade grass cover creating bare areas
Provide habitat for burrowing animals
Make inspection difficult - miss problems
Trees can overturn, creating holes in dam
Clog spillways preventing proper flows

Trees and Brush

Ground Cover
Proper ground cover is needed to prevent erosion
Crown vetch is not recommended
Short dense grass cover is usually best
Short,
Can also use rock, gravel, etc.
Pedestrian & vehicle traffic destroy grass cover, creating
bare areas for erosion
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Groundhogs, Muskrats, Beavers
Burrows create paths for increased seepage
Burrows make ground surface uneven & maintenance difficult
and dangerous
Burrowing undermines structures & causes collapse
Rodents can clog drains & other small pipes
Groundhog & muskrat burrows that meet can lead to serious
piping and dam failure
Beavers clog spillways and prevent flows

Obstructed Spillways
Clogged by trees, logs, trash, leaves, boats, roads,
and anything you can think of
Increases pool level which decreases flood storage,
submerges upstream areas, etc.
Decreases discharge capacity of spillway which can
be dangerous during flooding
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Riprap Slope Protection
Provides protection from erosion by waves
Breaks down over yyears due to weatheringg
Becomes displaced by waves and people
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Riprap Slope Protection
Must be durable rock to resist weathering
Must be adequate size to break up waves and not be
displaced
Must have correct size bedding material or filter fabric
to prevent being undermined
Displaced rock should be replaced ASAP
Most repairs need designed by an engineer

Seepage
Almost all earth dams have some seepage
Severe seepage can lead to dam failure
Flows that outlet on dam uncontrolled can saturate fill
& lead to slides
Saturated areas are difficult to mow & maintain
Pressures on concrete walls, etc. due to seepage
flows can cause failure

Seepage - Identification
Look for soft or saturated area on abutment,
downstream slope or downstream of dam
Look for swamp-type vegetation - cattails,
cattails moss,
moss reed
grass, willows, etc.
Often has rust-colored iron deposits in saturated
areas or at flow discharge points

Seepage - Monitoring
Seepage flows should be closely monitored for
changes in clarity or flow amounts
Devices to monitor flow amounts include pipes, vnotch weirs, flumes and others

Look for sinkholes on embankment, especially over
spillway & drain pipes
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Seepage
Muddy flows mean piping is occurring - Call Dam Safety
immediately
Sudden increases in flow amounts may also be serious Contact Dam Safety asap

Slides - Cause
Occur due to poor construction, seepage, additional
weight, undercutting, etc.
Improper compaction & moisture content during
construction causes loss of strength
Saturation of earth slope causes loss of strength and
adds extra weight
Large trees, vehicle traffic, etc. add extra weight and
increase potential for slides
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Slides - Appearance
Appear as uneven area on slope with depression
near top and bulge near bottom
Beginning stages of slide can appear as only a crack
along the slope

Slides - Why A Problem
Can decrease width of dam, reducing stability
Severe slides can cause dam failure
Shallow slides make maintenance difficult and can
develop into deeper, severe slides
Once a slide has developed, more are likely
Exposed area of slide susceptible to erosion

Slides - What To Do
Contact Dam Safety as soon as the slide is noticed
If the slide is severe,, yyou mayy have to initiate the
Emergency Action Plan
Monitor the slide area until repairs are made
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Deteriorated Lake Drain
Gates/Valves/Outlet Pipes
Valves, gates & outlet pipes can become deteriorated
and severely rusted
Inspect outlet area of drains during operation for
leaks, erosion, other problems
Operate gates & valves full cycle at least twice per
year to prevent seizing up
Lubricate according to manufacturer’s specs, usually
at least once per year

Concrete Deterioration - Causes
Water pressure on concrete walls, floor slabs & other
structures causes cracks
Freeze/Thaw occurs with water in cracks & joints
Pressures caused by roots in cracks & joints
Efflorescence & rusting of reinforcing steel
Other factors
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Concrete Deterioration - Maintenance
Seal joints/cracks with caulking, polyurethane & other
sealants to reduce freeze/thaw deterioration
Seal jjoints/cracks in floors to pprevent flow from ppassingg
through & undermining slab
Cracks/joints must be clean before repairing
Keep weep holes/drains clear to allow flow
Remove trees & brush growing near concrete structures

Inspection Report Review
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Hazard Creep…change in Class

Downstream Development & Hazard

Alum Creek Reservoir Dam

Change in downstream “Hazard” affects the
dam owner
Usually those changes are completely
outside dam owners control.
Some examples…

Alum Creek Reservoir Dam
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Brye Lake Dam

Knox Cattle Company Dam

Responsibilities of Dam Owner
If a change in Dam “Class” occurs…Owner will
have to…
Upgrade dam to meet higher design requirements
Larger spillway required
Increased annual fee - $$

Update the EAP – add downstream inundation/
hazard mapping and other required information

Brye Lake Dam

Knox Cattle Company Dam

“Local” ideas to address the problem…
Good Floodplain Management Reviews
Work with Developers…Build Out of Harm’s Way
Keep Inundation Area as Green Space?
Work with Developers…Would They Help Pay for
Upgrades?
Possible Local Zoning Changes?
Inform Realtors Selling Downstream Properties
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Questions??

IGNORE DAMS & THEIR
POTENTIAL IMPACT
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